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Dear Mr Singleton
I would like to add to my previous email that was sent as an interested party regarding the
purposed wmi plans a little more in detail .
I understand you already visited some of the site and intend to visit again in due course, i
would like to express my sadness and hope to shed light on a large area that i would
assume you will visit .My family have lived here for 18 years now and the quarry which
you will see wasnt always there it was lovley green belt fields trees etc we were
heartbroken and worried when they said that it was to be quarried etc but with the promise
and plans it would go back to feilds ,ponds etc now to hear that this may not be the case
now is horrible , (id like to also say that the feild aside our home which wasnt abled to be
used for quarrying due to the resivour we were told yet plans on wmi can use this feild ?
)the traffic is already a issue from the quarry aloan, children go on the school bus with
other local children which has already had to change where they stop due to saftey issues
with lorries turning into and out of quarry this is something i brought up at the first
consultations aswell as safe path for children to walk to canal where we go also the canoe
club but looking at the plans nothing has been taken into considerations and to be fair no
one has been to speak to us and inform us about any of it , even our drive situation and
how we will safley exit our property (along with the school bus also)i know im a tennet but
as one of the largest warehouses that will also be by our home blighting us i thought apart
from the letters someone may have been to dissus this in detail luckly snub the hub group
has helpped lots .I fear my family will just be living in a warehouse park and some that
could be empty as again after speaking at the consultation at brewood they said they
couldn't guarantee that the hub would take all the units .We already have empty units up
the road in cannock for example . We love this area because of the greenbelt and
countryside yet not to far from villages etc the life we try to give the children with newts
,bats birds etc they have the joy of holding ,looking at etc on a daily basis on their doorstep
something that needs protecting from something that might not be beneficial to the area in
the long run .I really struggle to see how our family would be able to live in our home if
this was passed the health implications and stress from noise lack of light air etc especially
with a child who has already a very complex health issues and disabilities i truly cant see
how we could .I thank you for your time in reading our views 
The best family 
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